ProCut CNC Machining Services.
Giving you the cutting edge

Welcome to ProCut's December newsletter

In This Issue
What we do...........
We cut, shape and
profile any non ferrous
sheet material.

ProCut Go Global......
ProCut received its first order from the USA.
The company Poker-Tec Inc is one of the
largest gaming companies in the world.
The 25 poker tables (see picture left) are
destined for their European operation, in this
case France, the tables are some 8' x 5' in size
with many fine details not visible in the picture.
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3m x 1m Trellis Production 10
per hour on 1 machine (cost) "A
fraction of what you are
probably paying"!

The picture left is
part of the stage set
produced for a major London
film and stage company to
celebrate the 400 anniversary
of one of London's oldest
college's

Late Christmas surge............

At this time of year it seems Christmas
presents are not the only thing many of us
leave untill the last minute! It never
ceases to amaze us how many urgent/rush
jobs turn up in the 3 weeks before
Christmas, so as in previous years ProCut
with its massive machining capacity stand
ready for those last minute, urgent jobs.
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Materials we handle
Acrylic, Wood, MDF, DiBond,
Polycarbonate PETG, Velstone,
Corian, Styrene, Trespa,
Foamex, PVC, Aluminium,
Polypropylene, Chipboard,
Nylon, Setapan, Parapan,

ProCut Machine Aluminium.........

Apollo, Engineering plastics, In
fact any non ferrous sheet
material.

People we serve
Designers, Fabricators, POP,
POS, Architects, Shopfitters,
Props, Boat builders, Sign
makers, Aerospace, Display
makers, Scenery makers, Set
designers, Dental labs Schools
and Hospitals. Sub contract
machining.

Part of ProCut's diverse range of
activities is CNC machining
Aluminium from sheet to extrusions
as pictured left, these show part of a
CD player produced by one of the
UK's leading "High Quality" Hi-Fi
manufacturer.

And finally.......

Just one of the thousands of dental labs by Modwood Ltd

A Sign of the Times!.........

Over the last 37 years Modwood have been
designing, manufacturing and installing high
quality bespoke dental labs and have a enviable
reputation for quality and reliability. So, ProCut
are proud to be part of their supply chain by
manufacturing the door and draw fronts in
Apollo and Parapan as well as Corian worktops
with coving upstands.
www.Modwood.co.uk
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Our Versatility Enables Us to Supply a Whole Spectrum of Industries.

